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November 9, 2014 THE TEMPLE: GOING OUT OF BUSINESS

MARK 11.12-26
The Temple in Jerusalem has become a cover for the shameful practices of Israel. Jesus comes to expose and put a
halt to this perverted Temple life, prophesying in word and deed the future destruction of the Temple.

Significance of the Temple: 1) “We are the sons of God in whom he is well-pleased.” 2) “We are God’s throne
people.” 3) “We are the place where the world comes to interact with God, where sins are forgiven, and where the
effects of the curse are reversed.” 

Jesus’ interaction with fig tree and Temple speak of the same thing, each explaining the other.

Jesus’ interactions with both are parabolic; i.e., a dark saying/riddle that imparts wisdom to the sons of the kingdom
and hides wisdom from the rebellious. 

Called to figure it out. The patient process is needed as much as the “conclusion.” We learn from the parable not
only about that situation but about how all of life works.

Scene: 11.1 - Jesus is in and around Bethphage (“house of figs”), Bethany (“house of dates”), and the Mt of Olives
(olive grove) = garden; moving to the garden of gardens, Jerusalem.

Going back to Jerusalem from Bethany: Why is it important to know that Jesus is hungry? When YHWH comes to
his Temple (as he just did) he comes expecting to find fruit that he can eat with his people there.

Fig tree - literal & represents Israel/Jerusalem/Temple (Jer 8.13; 29.17; Hos 9.10; Joel 1.7; Micah 7.1-6).
“Sandwich” tells us fig tree represents Jerusalem/Temple.

From a distance he sees leaves. Promise of fruit and source of life. Like looking at glorious Temple from a distance.

Unfulfilled promise: no fruit. “Not the time for figs” - but the Temple was to be perpetually fruitful.

What Jesus does here with the fig tree portends what he is about to do with the Temple: it will be cursed.

Fig tree relates to Israel, but Israel is picking up the story that began in the Garden of Eden. The man and woman sin
and cover themselves in fig leaves, seeking to hide from God and one another b/c of their shame (Ge 3.7).

The fig leaves are a cover for Israel. They are covering up the shame of their fruitlessness.

Jesus takes over the Temple for the day, stopping all the regular proceedings. Quotes from Isa 56.6-8 & Jer 7.1-15.

“Robbers den/cave” - commerce/economic exchange in the Temple necessary. Money had to be exchanged for
sanctuary shekels, e.g. (Ex 30.14). You could also sell the tithe your produce and livestock and bring money to the
sanctuary to buy whatever you desired (cf. Dt 14.22ff.).

May have been crooked commerce going on, but that doesn’t seem to be the main emphasis. The den/cave is where
the robbers come to find refuge after they have committed the crimes. That fits with Jeremiah’s context.

They were committing rebellion and running back to the Temple believing that they were safe no matter what. The
Temple provided “cover.” 

Jesus is bringing the Temple business to a halt, not cleansing the Temple; he is destroying the Temple.

Jesus is telling them, 1) You are not the sons in whom God is well-pleased; 2) You will no longer be God’s throne
people, the place where he dwells; 3) This will no longer be the place where you meet and interact with God, finding
forgiveness of sins.

Mark and Jesus want us to finish the story. God removes that inadequate fig leaf covering to provide a new covering.
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Chief priests and scribes want to destroy him, the only one who can provide true covering for them.

New day (“morning”) we see the effects of Jesus’ judgment: fig tree dead to the roots.

The Temple must be destroyed in order for kingdom purposes to be advanced. 

Disciples are called to have faith in God and pray to these ends as well. They will face opposition from “this
mountain” (i.e., the Jews) in their mission. They are to pray in faith and God will remove them.

Forgiveness when praying - not a matter of personal vindictiveness. Jesus is an example in dying.

Those who don’t forgive are under the same judgment as those being punished.

1. As the new Temple of God in Christ Jesus and indwelt by the Spirit, we are called to be a place where the world
finds life.

2. We are to pray against churches that are “dens of robbers.”

3. Beware of blinding ultra denominationalism or local church-ism. 

4. Beware of false assurance.


